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Latin American classical vocal repertoire is vast, but in the United States, we only hear a 

fairly limited part of this literature. Much of this repertoire blends western European classical 

music traditions and native folk music traditions. One example of such a Latin American vocal 

work that is well-known in the United States is Alberto Ginastera’s frequently performed song 

set from 1943, Cinco canciones populares argentinas. However, another lesser-known, earlier 

work, Cinco canciones argentinas (1923), by fellow Argentine composer Pascual De Rogatis 

(1880-1980) deserves attention as well. As with Ginastera’s set, De Rogatis’ songs are based on 

Argentine folk genres, but contain stylistic features of European classical music of its time.  

De Rogatis’ neglected songs are a significant, overlooked part of Argentine classical 

music history, and a full understanding of well-known works such as Ginastera’s song set and of 

the genre as a whole, must include attention to De Rogatis’ Cinco canciones argentinas. Beyond 

vocal repertoire, De Rogatis’ songs are an important part of the development of Argentine 

classical music. While Western musical trends change rapidly, folk music remains largely 

unchanged. Both De Rogatis and Ginastera were proud of their Argentine heritage, and 

incorporated traditional music into their compositions. I believe that De Rogatis’s composition 

had a direct influence on Ginastera, and that the similarities between the two sets are not 

coincidental. 
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CHAPTER 1 

BACKGROUNDS OF TWO CINCO CANCIONES ARGENTINAS 

1.1 Introduction 

Latin American classical vocal repertoire is vast, but in the United States, we only hear a 

fairly limited part of this literature, mostly from the Brazilian composer Heitor Villa-Lobos 

(1887-1959), and Argentine composers Alberto Ginastera (1916-1983) and Carlos Guastavino 

(1912-2000). Much of this repertoire blends western European classical music traditions and 

native Argentine folk music traditions. This practice follows the example of late nineteenth and 

early twentieth-century nationalist compositions from Europe, such as Maurice Ravel’s Cinq 

mélodies populaires grecques (Five Popular Greek Songs) (1904-06) and Deux mélodies 

hébraiques (Two Hebrew Songs) (1914). In particular, Manuel De Falla’s Siete canciones 

populares españolas (1914) set a precedent for an Argentine classical style. 

One example of such a Latin American vocal work that is well-known in the United 

States is Alberto Ginastera’s frequently performed song set from 1943, Cinco canciones 

populares argentinas (Five Popular Argentine Songs). However, another lesser-known, earlier 

work, Cinco canciones argentinas (Five Argentine Songs) (1923), by fellow Argentine composer 

Pascual De Rogatis (1880-1980) deserves attention as well. As with Ginastera’s set, De Rogatis’ 

songs are based on Argentine folk genres, but contain stylistic features of European classical 

music of its time. While Ginastera’s set is often performed and recorded, De Rogatis’ set remains 

unknown in the United States and is, in fact, yet to be recorded by any performers worldwide, 

despite the fact that De Rogatis’ set predates Ginastera’s well-known work. This paper will 

examine the De Rogatis set in the context of Argentine classical and folk music traditions while 

comparing and contrasting De Rogatis’ songs to Ginastera’s Cinco canciones populares 
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argentinas, suggesting a possible influence that De Rogatis had on Ginastera. I contend that De 

Rogatis’ neglected songs are a significant, overlooked part of Argentine classical music history, 

and a full understanding of well-known works such as Ginastera’s song set and of the genre as a 

whole, must include attention to De Rogatis’ Cinco canciones argentinas. Beyond vocal 

repertoire, De Rogatis’ songs are an important part of the development of Argentine classical 

music, specifically because he helped initiate a tradition of writing sets of five, nationalist, folk-

inspired art songs.  

 

1.2 Argentine Nationalist Art Song Repertoire 

Argentine nationalist music is based on gaucho traditions. Gauchos were essentially 

Argentine cowboys. The gaucho is a most important Argentine folk or nationalistic icon. They 

lived in rural areas in Argentina. Music was a very important part of their daily lives. For 

example, they would often accompany singers with guitar during fiestas, or even while cooking. 

In Argentina, the guitar symbolizes the gaucho; a broken guitar in a painting is a tragic 

representation of a gaucho’s death. Most gaucho songs are about love. The chacarera, gato, and 

vidala, all come from gaucho musical traditions.   

The first composer who blended native Argentine musical material with western forms is 

Alberto Williams, considered to be the father of Argentine nationalist music.1 He was influenced 

by the Argentine gaucho tradition, specifically in the piano piece “El rancho abandonado,” 

(1890), which is his first composition in a nationalistic style. His song “Vidalita” from 

Canciones incaicas Op.45 is an especially famous folk-inspired song, and is frequently 

                                                 
1 Bernardo Illari, “Alberto Williams (1862-1952), Occidentalist: Music Liberalism and the 
Nation in Argentina around 1900,” Paper presented at the annual meeting of the American 
Musicological Society, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, (November 7, 2013), 1. 
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performed nowadays, especially in Argentina. Williams’ student Pascual De Rogatis composed 

his Cinco canciones argentinas in 1923. Another composer from the same time period, Carlos 

López Buchardo (1881-1948), composed more than 50 songs throughout his life. Starting in 

1924, he composed songs based on native sources, such as his Seis canciones argentinas (1924), 

and Cinco canciones argentinas al estillo popular (1935).   

Alberto Ginastera was influenced by these composers, and composed his Cinco canciones 

populares argentina in 1943. More recently, Carlos Guastavino (1912-2000), based most of his 

many songs on Argentine folk music as well.  

 

1.3 Pascual De Rogatis 

Pascual De Rogatis was an Italian-born Argentine composer. His family immigrated to 

Argentina when he was 13 years old. He studied violin with Píetro 

Melani (1854-1900) and Rafael Díaz Albertini (1857-1928), and 

composition with Alberto Williams (1862-1952) at the Conservatorio 

de Música de Buenos Aires. He refused to apply for European 

fellowships even if he was a prime candidate, feeling that his local 

training had prepared him well enough for a professional career. While 

at school, De Rogatis received many awards in both violin and composition. He was an assistant 

professor of violin at the Conservatorio de Música de Buenos Aires from 1904 to 1952, and 

taught solfège and chamber music at the Conservatorio Nacional de Música y Arte Escénico 

from 1924, when it was founded, to 1947. His compositions received numerous awards, 
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including a Premio Municipal (municipal prize) from the city of Buenos Aires for the Cinco 

canciones argentinas.2  

Like his teacher Alberto Williams, De Rogatis is an ‘occidentalist’ composer. While in 

some contexts, the term occidentalism has negative connotations, according to Illari, there is a 

famous quote from Williams which clearly explains Argentine musical occidentalism; “the result 

of a crisscross between French technique and rural inspiration”. 3 De Rogatis’ most famous work 

is the opera Huemac (1913), based on a Mexican legend. Many of De Rogatis’ works were 

inspired by native Argentine musical genres, literature, and local myths. His symphonic poem 

Zupay (1910) was his first composition based on folk culture. Zupay is the name of a chapter 

from the legend El país de la selva (1907) by Ricardo Rojas (1882-1957).  

Ricardo Rojas, a life-long friend of De Rogatis, is remembered today for having proposed 

a model of Argentine identity in his book Eurindia (1922-24). Rojas believed that gaucho music 

was an ideal Argentine music because it combined Spanish and native Latin American roots. In 

his writings, he encouraged Argentine composers to follow the example of the Russian Five 

because they included ethnic music in the works. 4 It was Rojas’ promotion of Argentine 

Nationalism that influenced that De Rogatis to compose music in a Western European style but 

with some Argentine folk elements with the hope that might even transcend works by European 

composers. Throughout their lives De Rogatis and Rojas inspired each other’s work.  

 

                                                 
2 Malena Kuss, "Huemac, by Pascual De Rogatis: Native Identity in the Argentine Lyric Theatre." Anuario 
Interamericano de Investigacion Musical, Vol.10 (1974), 70. 
3 Illari, “Alberto Williams (1862-1952), Occidentalist,” p.5. 
4 Jonathan Sauceda, “Opera and society in early- twentieth-century Argentine: Felipe Boero’s El Matrero.” (PhD 
diss., University of North Texas, 2016), 34-42. 
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1.4 Alberto Ginastera 

Alberto Ginastera was born in Buenos Aires in 1916. His parents were 

Catalan and Italian descent. He studied composition in Argentina, but later, he 

took advantage of a Guggenheim grant to travel to the USA with his family 

from 1945 to 1947. In the U.S. he visited Juilliard, Harvard, Yale, Columbia, 

and Eastman music schools and heard performances of his works by the NBC 

Orchestra, Pan American Union, and League of Composers. He participated in 

the Tanglewood composition course under the guidance of Aaron Copland. 

In 1971, he moved permanently in Geneva (Switzerland) and composed huge amount of 

music, especially composing a rich repertoire of cello music. He died in 1983 in Geneva.5 

 

1.5 The Two Cinco canciones argentinas by De Rogatis and Ginastera 

While both Rogatis’ and Ginastera’s Cinco canciones argentinas share similar folk music 

features, the compositional styles of De Rogatis and Ginastera are quite different. De Rogatis 

largely composed tonal and late romantic style works while Ginastera employed modernistic 

techniques. The two Cinco canciones argentinas song sets demonstrate these differences in the 

respective composers’ styles. While these sets exhibit different characteristics, both sets share 

common Argentine folk materials. De Rogatis and Ginastera both used folk materials in their 

music to celebrate Argentine national identity, yet through the context of Western classical 

music. Both sets contain five songs each, all based on Argentine folk material. (Table 1 and 2). 

                                                 
5 Schwartz-Kates, Deborah. "Ginastera, Alberto." Oxford Music Online. 17 Apr. 2018. 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-9781561592630-e-
0000011159. 
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While Ginastera used folk texts and one folk tune (“Arrorró”) for his set, De Rogatis sets the 

texts by different poets, who were contemporaries of De Rogatis (turn of the twentieth century). 

 
Table 1. Structure of De Rogatis’s and Ginastera’s Song Sets. 

De Rogatis Ginastera 

1. “Vidala” 1. “Chacarera” 

2. “Canción de Cuna” 2. “Triste” 

3. “Chacarera” 3. “Zamba” 

4. “La Sombra (Yaraví)” 4. “Arrorró” 

5. “Gato” 5. “Gato” 
 

Table 2. Correspondences of Genres in De Rogatis’ and Ginastera’s Sets.  

Genres De Rogatis Ginastera 

Slow songs 1. “Vidala”  4. “La Sombra (Yaraví)” 2. “Triste” 

Lullabies 2. “Canción de Cuna” 4. “Arrorró” 

Dance 3. “Chacarera” 1. “Chacarera” 

Dance (no correspondence) 3. “Zamba” 

Dance 5. “Gato” 5. “Gato” 
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CHAPTER 2 

SLOW SONGS 

The folk song genres vidala, triste, yaraví all bear similarities. Their texts are sad and 

melancholic, and they are sung in slow tempos with guitar and percussion accompaniment. 

These three songs from De Rogatis and Ginastera contain two common folk features: strumming 

guitar sounds and modal/pentatonic scales. Strumming guitar sounds appear in the piano parts of 

both sets of these song types. Melanie Plesch describes the guitar as a symbol of gaucho sadness 

in her article “The Topos of the Guitar in Late Nineteenth- and Early Twentieth- Century 

Argentina.”6 According to Plesch, 

Regarded as the ‘national instrument,’ the guitar pervades Argentine culture both as 
musical artifact and cultural emblem. Its image, whether literary, visual, or musical, has 
been consistently used by Argentine artists and intellectuals to evoke images of 
argentinidad, or Argentineness.7   

Another common feature in these songs is the use of modal and pentatonic scales. While 

these songs are not completely modal or pentatonic, both composers invoke these scales to 

suggest a folk flavor. The mixture of Western classical tonality and Argentine folk modality is 

part of what creates the unique sound of these examples of Latin American classical music. 

2.1  “Vidala” by De Rogatis 

2.1.1 Traditional Vidala 

The traditional vidala is a song accompanied by box drum and guitar. The guitar plays 

rapidly strummed chords, and the drum keeps the rhythm, a pulsating sense of three (always in 

6 Melanie Plesch. “The Topos of the Guitar in Late Nineteenth- and Early Tewntieth- Century Argentina,” The 
Musical Quarterly 92, No.3/4, Latin American Music (2009), 242-278. 
7 Ibid., 242. 
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6/8) with accents on the first and third beats of each group of three. Here is an illustration of this 

rhythm, with bold italicized numbers indicating accented beats: 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 etc. The 

vidala is almost always in the minor mode, often with two voice parts singing in thirds. The 

sound of a vidala is generally modal, a phenomenon that Deborah Schwartz-Kates alludes to in 

referencing the work of scholar Carlos Vega (1898-1966), who finds that bimodal scales, or the 

fusion of two distinct parallel scales at the interval of a third, contributes to the modal sense that 

one hears in these folk genres.8  

De Rogatis’ “Vidala” does not sound like a traditional vidala, except for having a 

rhythmic feeling of three. However, on closer examination, there are hints of folk influence in De 

Rogatis’ song, including gaucho guitar imitations and thirds in the piano part. 

 

2.1.2 Text 

The poetic structure of the vidala dictates its musical: the poetic texts either have five 

lines (quintilla) or six lines (sextilla) per verse. For his “Vidala,” De Rogatis sets a poem by 

Rafael Dediego (dates unknown). Interestingly, the poem has three stanzas, containing two 

quintillas (cinquains) and one cuarteta (quatrain), unlike the folk genre. Also unlike the folk 

genre, in-stanza refrains typical of vidalas do not appear at the in the same point in the poem in 

Dediego’s poem. De Rogatis composed the piece in an A-B-A’ form, based on the three stanzas 

of the poem. The A section is from measures 1-15, the B section is from measures 15-22, and the 

A’ section is from measures 22-36.  Below is the full poem, in Spanish on the left, and in a literal 

English translation on the right.  

 

                                                 
8 Schwartz-Kates, “The Gauchesco Tradition as a Source of National Identity in Argentine Art Music” p.194. 
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Después de verte estrellita After seeing you, little star 
“Andando mi dir” “Walking I must leave” 
Y para poder vivir And to be able to live 
¿Qué voy a hacer What am I going to do 
Con este sufrir? With this grief? 
  
Si tu recuerdo bastara If your memory were enough 
“Andando mi dir” “Walking I must leave” 
Hasta sabría cantar I could even sing 
Como el que quiere vivir Like the one that wants to live 
  
Mi cerro que era tan lindo, My Hill, which was so beautiful, 
Tan lindo al venir So beautiful when I came, 
¿Como me va a hacer sentir, How is it going to make me feel, 
¡Ay! Este amor, Ah! This love, 
“Andando mi dir.” “Walking I must leave.” 

 
 

2.1.3 Folk Features 

De Rogatis’ “Vidala” contains “guitar-like” rolled chords in the piano part and a 

melancholy text (see example 1). These chords while not in the actual guitar register, effectively 

capture the gesture of gaucho’s traditional vidala accompaniment. 

Example 1. Rolled chords in the piano part highlighted, emulating the effect of a guitar’s 
strumming, measures 15-16. 

 
In addition to the gaucho guitar, De Rogatis invokes the traditional vidala rhythm: in measures 8-

10, the left hand of the piano part echoes a folk drum’s beats of rhythmic groups of three, long-

short rhythmic pattern (see example 2) 
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Example 2. Long-short rhythmic pattern in the left hand of the piano part in measures 8-10. 

 
This rhythm momentarily comes back in the left hand at measures 15-16 (see example 3.) 

Example 3. More long-short rhythmic pattern in the left hand of the piano part, in measures 15-
16.  

 
Another feature of traditional vidalas is parallel thirds, which are overall absent in De 

Rogatis’ “Vidala,” except for one instant in the right hand of the piano part in measure 10 (see 

example 4.) 

Example 4. Parallel thirds in the right hand of the piano part highlighted, in measure 10. 
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2.1.4 Western Features 

The tonal scheme in De Rogatis’ “Vidala” is rather academic and straightforward.  The 

song is in F-Sharp Minor: measures 1-15 are in F-Sharp Minor or i, measures 15-19 are in A 

Major or the relative major, measures 19-28 are in C-Sharp Major or V of F-Sharp Minor, 

measures 28-31 are in F-Sharp Minor, and measures 32-36 are in F-Sharp Major or the parallel 

major.  The first cinquain speaks about grief, and is in the minor mode, while the second quatrain 

is more hopeful, and is in two major keys. The last cinquain combines the sadness and the hope 

of the previous two stanzas, and goes between the parallel major and minor. Although there are 

no distant modulations, tonality is a distinctly Western classical feature of the song; such as those 

present in DeRogatis’ “Vidala” are not present in recordings of traditional, modal-sounding 

vidalas. 

While the rolled chords in the piano emulate a guitar’s strumming (see Example 1), their 

harmonies are not guitar-like: the rolled chords are in A Major, carrying added sixths and ninths.  

Some of De Rogatis’ harmonies arise from linear chromaticism. In measures 7-8, new 

chords arise from chromatic “passing tones,” first a D-Sharp in the right hand of the piano part, 

then an F-Natural in the left hand of the piano part, which color the otherwise straightforward 

tonal harmony (see example 5.)  

Example 5. Chromatic passages highlighted in measures 7-8, bringing about colorful harmonies. 
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Some chords in De Rogatis’ “Vidala” are built of perfect fourths and fifths, which also does not 

sound like traditional vidalas (see example 6). 

Example 6. Harmonies built of perfect fourths and fifths highlighted in the piano part at measure 
34. 

  
The harmonies in examples 5 and 6 suggest an impressionistic quality, and seem to indicate that 

De Rogatis was influenced by, or at least aware of trends in European classical music of his time.   

I consider the text at the end of the song to be a reconciliation of the grief of the first 

stanza and the hope of the second stanza.  The words end at measure 28, and the voice part sings 

on the sounds “ay” and “oh,” as if in reflection. The voice part goes into the parallel major, F-

Sharp Major, in measure 29, but the piano part remains in minor until measure 32, when it 

follows the voice part and unexpectedly switches to F-Sharp Major (see example 7). 

Example 7. The voice part, highlighted, goes into F-Sharp Major while the piano part remains in 
F-Sharp Minor, at measure 29-31. 

  
 

When playing measures 29-31 with a vocalist, I sense a clash between the parallel major and 

minor keys which seems to represent the mixed emotions of the text; first longing for the beloved 

(“Ah! This love”) and then immediately stating “Walking I must leave.” This harmonic clash 
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represents the two different influences on De Rogatis’ song for me: the traditional vidala in 

minor mode, and European classical music, as symbolized by the major mode that is rare in the 

folk genre but completely justified as a representation of Dediego’s poem.    

 

2.2  “Triste” by Ginastera 

 “Triste,” a folk song genre and the title of Ginastera’s song, which means sad in Spanish, 

is a similar song genre to vidala. It contains a melancholic melody in a slow tempo.  

 

2.2.1 Text 

Ginastera sets all the texts for his Cinco canciones populares argentinas from traditional 

folk texts.  

Ah! 
Debajo de un limón verde  
Donde el agua no corrı́a  
Entregué mi corazón 
A quien no lo merecı́a.  
Ah! 
Triste es el dı́a sin sol  
Triste es la noche sin luna  
Pero más triste es querer  
Sin esperanza ninguna.  

Ah! 
Beneath a lime tree 
where no water flowed 
I gave up my heart 
to one who did not deserve it.  
Ah! 
Sad is the sunless day.  
Sad is the moonless night.  
But sadder still is to love  
with no hope at all.  

 

2.2.2 Folk Features 

 Ginastera’s imitation of guitar strumming is more obvious and literal than De Rogatis’.  

The notes of a rolled chord in the piano part are the exact pitches of a guitar’s open strings (E-A-

D, etc.), or his emblematic “guitar chord” (see example 8.)9 

  

                                                 
9 Carlos A. Gaviria, “Alberto Ginastera and the guitar chord: an analytical study” (MM diss., University of North 
Texas, 2010), 13-49. 
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Example 8. Rolled chord in the piano part of Ginastera’s “Triste” emulating the sonority of a 
guitar’s strummed open strings. 

 
 

The song is sometimes bimodal, another folk feature. For example, the voice part is in a pure G 

Aeolian mode, while the piano part has the guitar chord, comprised of only white keys in the 

piano (see example 9). 

Example 9. G Aeolian in the voice part and the guitar chord in the piano part. 

 
 

2.2.3 Western Features 

 The song opens with a gesture in the high register of the piano that combines open 

fourths and fifths (F-D-F-G), a sound that evokes modernism rather than folk music. This figure 

appears throughout the song. (see example 10) 

Example 10. Ginastera “Triste”, opening. 
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The piano part contains non-functional harmonies, or chords that are left unresolved.  Some of 

these chords are built symmetrically (see example 11). 

Example 11. Symmetrical unresolved chords in the piano part. 

 
 

In Example 11, the right hand chord in the piano is an unresolved, symmetrical construction; if 

the note G is like an axis, the notes D and C reflect from above and below, at the intervals of a 

perfect fourth and perfect fifth.  Non-functional harmonies made up of symmetrical chords and 

scales are a feature of twentieth century modernism.     

 

2.3  “La sombra (Yaraví)” by De Rogatis  

2.3.1 Traditional Yaraví 

Yaravís are sung throughout Latin America, most notably in Bolivia, Peru, Ecuador, and 

in the city of Jujui, Argentina.10 Interestingly, yaravís are also referred to as vidalas in the city of 

Jujui. The yaraví is a similar song genre to the Triste, another slow and sad song form. The 

Spanish military officer Felix de Azara (1746-1821), who traveled to Brazil in 1781 to 1801 and 

then to Rio de la Plata, described the yaraví and triste as “The most monotonous and always sad 

songs, about love’s ingratitude and people who mourn their misery in loneliness.” 11  

                                                 
10 Aretz, “El folklore musical argentino” p.135. 
11 Ibid., p.138.  
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Yaravís often sung to the accompaniment of an Andean flute, called a “quena,” and a 

guitar. This type of folk song contains slow and lively themes in the same song, and also an 

instrumental estribillo (refrain) that frequently appears as an interlude.   

 

2.3.2 Text 

Among De Rogatis’ and Ginastra’s sets, only this song includes a non-folklore title; De 

Rogatis includes “Yaraví” as a subtitle, while the main title of the song is “La sombra.” “La 

sombra” means “The shadow” in English.  The text for this song, which contains a sad, heavy 

atmosphere, is a poem by Miguel Andrés Camino (1877-1944). In the first stanza, the words 

“triste” and “quena” appear as part of the text. Camino may have written this poem as a specific 

text for a yaraví or triste, but this is not completely clear. Below is the poem by Camino, with the 

original Spanish text on the left and its English translation on the right. 

Cuando triste el corazón 
Mi llanto sangra en silencio 
Es en vano que otros labios 
Busquen darme algún consuelo 
Ha de brotar de mi quena 
El dolor por su desprecio 
 
¡Ay de mí! ¡Ah! 
Así viviré, ¡ay de mí! 
Adorando en mis desvelos 
La sombra de aquel cariño 
Triste y hondo de mis sueños 
 
Y mientras dure la vida  
En mi corazón sediento 
Viviré por esa sombra 
Solo, mudo, sordo y ciego 

When my heart is sad 
My cry bleeds in silence 
It’s in vain that other lips 
Try to give me some comfort 
It has to sprout from my quena 
The pain of her contempt 
 
Oh my! Ah! 
I will live like that, woe to me! 
Worshiping in my sleeplessness 
The shadow of that love 
Sad and deep of my dreams 
 
And as long as life lasts 
In my thirsty heart 
I will live for that shadow 
Lonely, mute, deaf and blind12 

 

  

                                                 
12 Translation by Juana Monsalve 
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2.3.3 Folk Features 

De Rogatis’ “La sombra” features some Andean folk characteristics: imitations of the 

quena and guitar, pentatonic scales, and obscuring the sense of strong and weak beats. As with 

other songs from this set, rolled chords in the piano part of “La Sombra” imitates the strumming 

sounds of a guitar. (example 12) 

Example 12. Rolled chords in the piano part imitating the strumming sounds of a guitar. (mm.28-
31) 

 
 

This type of imitation often appears when the piano part contains large, rolled chords as in 

example 12. While overall the voice part does not clearly imitate any instruments, it evokes the 

quena flute in the melisma section at mm.45-46. If played by a quena, the voice part would 

sound completely natural in this capacity. 

De Rogatis’ song begins with a long piano introduction that consists of a pentatonic 

scale, built of the notes Eb-F-G-Bb-C. Repetitive open fifth (Eb-Bb) and seventh (C-Bb) 

intervals reflect the sad, hollow atmosphere of the text (example 13).  
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Example 13. Introduction- the piano part features hollow open fifth and seventh intervals. 
(mm.1-15) 

 
The second verse contains numerous pentatonic scales. First, the voice part has three melismatic 

phrases on the word “Ah!” at the beginning of the second verse (mm.42-46). With the exception 

of the first phrase, the other two phrases are built from pentatonic scales, on the notes Eb-F-G-

Bb-C, just like the beginning of the piece. The piano part contains the same pentatonic scale in 

the left hand at mm.49-50. Other featured pentatonic scales in the piano part are built of the notes 

G-A-B-D-E at mm.53-54, and B-C#-D#-F#-G# at mm.57-58 and mm.61-62. This song also 

exhibits a Spanish influence. De Rogatis uses the Phrygian mode in the piano interlude and 

postlude. From m.37 to m.40, the right hand of the piano part outlines a descending tetrachord of 

the Eb Phrygian mode, consisting of the notes Eb-Db-Cb-Bb. (example 14). The piano part 

includes the same descending Phrygian tetrachord at mm.41-44 in a pp echo. 
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Example 14. Descending tetrachord of Eb Phrygian mode in the piano part. (mm.36-41) 

 
 At the beginning of the first stanza, the voice part contains three fermatas on the symbolic 

words of the poem “triste” (sad), “sangra” (bleeds), and “vano” (vain). All three of these 

fermatas are set on the second, or middle beat, of the song’s triple meter, obscuring the sense of 

strong and weak beats (example 15). 

Example 15. Fermatas in the voice part. (mm.11-23) 

 

 

  
 

Another area of obscure beats is at m.46, in which two pentatonic melismatic phrases are 

punctuated by three fermatas (example 16). 
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Example 16. Fermatas at m. 46 rendering the sense of a loose beat. 

 
 

2.3.4 Western Features 

 Despite its pentatonic episodes, this song largely adheres to western tonality, being 

clearly in the key of Eb major. De Rogatis uses ambiguous chords that include unresolved major 

seconds many times in this song. For example, the chord with a fermata over it in m.19 consists 

of the notes G-C-D-G. This measure is a transition from Eb major to C minor. The fermata chord 

plays the role of a dominant chord to C minor, but the note C is not in the dominant chord of C 

minor; it acts as an unresolved suspension. (example 17)  

Example 17. Unresolved chord with a fermata on m.19. 

 
Chords of the same structure appear in m.36, m.65, and m.82. These unresolved chords create 

tension in the music, and express the painful feelings of the poem.  

  

2.4 Lullabies 

Both the “Canción de Cuna” and “Arroró” are types of lullabies. Many composers have 

written famous lullabies, for example, Brahms, Manuel de Falla, and Montsalvatge, among 

others. De Rogatis’ “Canción de Cuna” and Ginastera’s “Arroró” feature the same feature: 
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ostinato rhythms. Both songs contain repeated rhythmic patterns in the piano that depict a person 

rocking a cradle, trying to help a baby fall asleep.  

 

2.4.1 Canción de cuna” by De Rogatis 

2.4.1.1 Text 

For this song, De Rogatis set a poem by the Argentine tango lyricist Gabino Coria 

Peñaloza (1881-1975). The poem contains four stanzas, and three of them end with the word 

“¡Duérmete!” “¡Duérmete!” translates as “Sleep!” in English. For me, this text presents more of 

a comical atmosphere than an actual attempt at calming a restless baby. Repetitions of the word 

“¡Duérmete!” signify that the baby is not falling asleep, and that the caregiver is growing 

increasingly frustrated. Below is the entire poem, in Spanish on the left, and in English 

translation on the right. 

Al mecer tu blanca cuna 
¿No ves que cansada estoy? 
¡Duérmete! 
 
Lirio azul de mis jardines 
Si tu despiertas me voy, 
¡Duérmete! 
 
A la tierra descendió 
Mi niño que es una estrella 
Y en los brazos se me durmió. 
 
Resplandor de luna nueva 
¿No ves que cansada estoy? 
¡Duérmete! 

Rocking your white cradle 
Don’t you see that I’m tired? 
Sleep! 
 
Blue lily from my gardens 
If you wake up I leave, 
Sleep! 
 
To the earth descended 
my baby that is a star 
And he fell asleep in my arms 
 
New moon glow 
Don’t you see that I am tired? 
Sleep!13 

 

2.4.1.2 Folk Features 

De Rogatis employs syncopated rhythms in the piano part. The bass part evokes tango 

                                                 
13 Translation by Juana Monsalve 
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rhythms, yet is written in 3/4. (example 18) 

Example 18. Syncopated rhythm in piano part (Left: mm.1-2, Right: mm.14-17) 

         
 

The syncopated rhythms and crescendo-diminuendo markings depict a rocking cradle. 

 The piano writing emulates the strumming of a guitar or harp in rolled chords for the 

right hand. (example 19) 

Example 19. “Strummed” chords in the piano part (mm.4-6) 

 
2.4.1.3 Western Features 

 

 De Rogatis’ “Canción de cuna” is in triple meter, which is common for western lullabies, 

but not for the traditional Argentine lullaby form known as Arrorró, which is in two. The piece is 

clearly tonal, in G-flat major, and it does not contain modal scales.  

 

2.4.2  “Arrorró” by Ginastera 

2.4.2.1 Text 

Arrorró mi nene,  
Arrorró mi sol,  
Arrorró pedazo  
De mi corazón.  
Este nene lindo  

Lullaby my baby;  
lullaby my sunshine;  
lullaby part 
of my heart.  
This pretty baby  
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Se quiere dormir  
Y el pıćaro sueño  
No quiere venir.  

wants to sleep 
and that fickle sleep  
won’t come.  

 

2.4.2.2 Folk Features 

 Ginastera draws both the tune and the text for his “Arrorró” from the traditional 

Argentine lullaby “Arrorró mi niño.” Ginastera’s “Arrorró” is in an ABA form. The first and last 

sections present the folk tune. This is the only song from either set in which De Rogatis or 

Ginastera borrowed the melody from a traditional folk tune. While the simple G major folk 

melody continues in the voice part, the piano part contains ostinati on the note G in three octaves 

at the first beat of each measure for the entire A section of the song.    

 

2.4.2.3 Modern Features 

  While the voice part contains the borrowed folk tune, the piano part utilizes dissonant, 

modern sounding textures. At the beginning and end of the song, the piano part contains tritones 

(G+ C# in the left hand) on first beats of measures, and Major seconds (E-flat in the left hand and 

D in the right hand) on last beats of measures. (example 20)   

Example 20. Tritones and major sevenths in the piano part. (mm.1-5) 
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CHAPTER 3 

DANCES 

3.1  “Chacarera” by De Rogatis 

3.1.1 Chacareras 

This dance genre has a strict form that I will describe in the following traditional 

chacarera section. While De Rogatis’ song does not faithfully follow the traditional form, 

Ginastera’s song is strictly in the traditional form. Even though De Rogatis does not follow the 

traditional form, his song alternates the instrument part and the voice part that is similar to the 

traditional chacarera. Both songs contain eight-measure instrumental introductions and 

interludes. Phrases start on upbeats, and the songs exhibit guitar imitations. These are common 

folk features for a traditional chacarera. 

3.1.2 The Traditional Chacarera 

The chacarera is one of the most popular folk dances from Argentina. Generally, a sung 

chacarera is accompanied by guitar and bombo drums, but sometimes it is purely instrumental. 

While most chacareras are bimodal, some use pentatonic or octatonic pitch collections. 

Chacareras are written in alternating 6/8 and 3/4 time signatures, thus employing hemiola, and 

syncopation.  

The chacarera has a repetitive structure. Chacareras begin with an instrumental 

introduction that consists of usually six or eight measures. After the introduction, the singer sings 

the first verse, also typically containing eight measures, then instruments play an interlude that is 

the same music as the introduction. Following the interlude, the singer sings the second verse, 

which is then followed by another instrumental interlude. There is no instrumental interlude 
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between the third and fourth verses.  

 

3.1.3 Text 

 Deborah Schwartz-Kates notes that the text of a traditional chacarera can be 

philosophical, satirical, or humorous, and that it can also be a sarcastic or disdainful account of a 

lover.14 A traditional chacarera’s text contains four poetic lines per verse. Sometimes, the word 

“chacarera” appears in a verse, and thus functions as a refrain.  

De Rogatis sets a text by Peñaloza, the same poet whose texts he set for the “Canción de 

cuna” and “Gato”. While this text does not contain the word “chacarera”, it otherwise follows the 

traditional form of this genre, containing four lines per verse. Peñaloza’s “Chacarera” has a 

mysterious and philosophical tone. As in this poem, the devil often appears in Argentine 

folklore. Below is the original Spanish text on the left and the English translation on the right. 

Mi suegra se está muriendo 
Hay un curita rezando 
Pero el diablo está en la puerta 
Yo sé lo que está esperando. 
 
La muchacha que se pinta 
Esseña que algo merece 
Y si se pinta una vieja 
Sabe Dios los que parece. 
 
Bajo el palomar, mi vida, 
Van dos noches que te espero 
Y las palomas me dejan  
Tu mensaje en el sombrero. 
 
Dios hizo una vez la luz 
La oscuridad Lucifer 
Dios hizo después al hombre 
Y Mandinga la mujer. 

My mother-in-law is dying 
There’s a priest praying 
But the devil is at the door 
I know what he’s waiting for. 
 
The girl that uses make up 
Shows that something deserves 
And if an old lady uses make up 
God knows what she looks like. 
 
Under the dovecote, mi life, 
I’ve been waiting for you for two nights 
And the doves leave me 
Your message in the hat. 
 
God made the light once 
The darkness Lucifer 
God made the man after 
And devil the woman.15 

                                                 
14 Schwartz-Kates, “The Gauchesco Tradition as a Source of National Identity in Argentine Art Music (Ca. 1890--
1955)” 265. 
15 Translation by Juana Monsalve  
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3.1.4 Folk Features 

 The introduction and most of the piano’s interlude consist of eight–measure phrases, just 

like the traditional chacarera. The piano part employs guitar and percussion effects. Outer voice 

imitate the harmonic accompaniment of a guitar while inner voices act percussively, perhaps like 

a bombo drum. (example 21) 

Example 21. The piano part’s imitation of a percussion instrument in an inner voice (mm.9-12) 

 
 

In the introduction, musical ideas often begin on upbeats, which is also a common feature of 

traditional chacareras. Both the piano and the voice parts contain numerous syncopations. Both 

the voice and piano parts are written in interspersed 6/8 and 3/4 time signatures, creating a 

hemiolic sense. (example 22)  

Example 22. Interspersed meters in the voice and piano part. (mm.73-80) 
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As with the traditional chacarera, the atmosphere of this song is lively and light. 

 

3.1.5 Western Features 

While the form of De Rogatis’ “Chacarera” is similar to that of the traditional chacarera, 

it differs in one important way. De Rogatis inserts interludes between each verse, which would 

not be the case in a traditional form. His “Chacarera” repeats a cycle of A(instrument)- B(voice) 

four times.  

The tonality of this piece clearly adheres to western major-minor keys. The tonal scheme 

of this piece is as follows: the piece begins in C# minor, it goes to E major at m.29, then to G# 

major at m.49, then back to C# minor at m.65. 

 As with the “Vidala” of this set, I see chromaticism in this piece. From m.33 to m.38, the 

piano’s bass contains part of a chromatic scale in octaves: G#- F double sharp- F#- E#-E-D#. 

This chromatic scale acts as a transition to a big E major cadence at mm.39-40 (example 23). 

Example 23. Bass chromatic scale bass line leading to an E major cadence. (mm.33-40) 
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Overall, I consider this song to be mainly in a late romantic western-style with hints of folk 

elements. De Rogatis’ use of tonality with the inclusion of chromatic movements, and the overall 

structure of this song is in the manner of a western European Classical composition of his era. 

 

3.2  “Chacarera” by Ginastera 

3.2.1 Text 

A mı ́me gustan las ñatas 
Y una ñata me ha tocado  
Ñato será el casamiento  
Y más ñato el resultado.  
 
Cuando canto chacareras  
Me dan ganas de llorar  
Porque se me representa  
Catamarca y Tuoumán.  

I love girls with little snub noses 
and a snub-nose girl is what I’ve got.  
Ours will be a snub-nose wedding 
and snub-nosed children will be our lot.  
 
Whenever I sing a chacarera 
it makes me want to cry, 
because it takes me back to 
Catamarca and Tuoumán.  

 

3.2.2 Folk Features 

 Unlike De Rogatis, Ginastera’s “Chacarera” is in a traditional folk chacarera form (Table 

3). 

Table 3. Structure of Ginastera’s “Chacarera” 

Introduction  mm.5-12 (8 measures) 

Verse 1 mm.13-20 (8 measures) 

Interlude mm.21-28 (8 measures) 

Verse 2 mm.29-36 (8 measures) 

Interlude mm.37-44 (8 measures) 

Verse 3 mm.45-52 (8 measures) 

Verse 4 + postlude mm.53-64 (8 measures+4 measures) 
 
The piano part has an eight-measure introduction before verse one, and 8-measure interludes 

before the second and third verses. The piano’s introduction and interludes are written exactly 

the same each time. (example 24)   
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Example 24. Eight-measure piano introduction employing a pattern used for the interludes. 
(mm.5-13) 

   
 
The piano part emulates guitar writing in the introduction and interludes, using thirds in the right 

hand (see example 24). 

 

3.2.3 Modern Features 

At the beginning of the song, before the introduction officially begins, Ginastera presents 

repetitions of the note G, the song’s tonal center.  At measure 3, the appearance of a clashing F# 

creates startling dissonance (example 25) 

Example 25. Repeated G’s clashing with F#’s before the introduction. (mm.1-4) 
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The voice part melody consists of the straightforward ascending notes G-A-B-C, 

appearing twice per verse. The piano part contains whole tone bass scales in octaves (example 

26). 

Example 26. Whole tone scale in octaves in the piano’s bass register. (mm.10-17) 

 

 
 
Ginastera follows traditional folk forms more strictly than De Rogatis’ in his “Chacarera”. 

However, Ginastera’s song contains more modernistic features, such as dissonances, ostinato, 

and whole tone scales.  

 

3.3  “Zamba” by Ginastera 

3.3.1 Text 

Hasta las piedras del cerro  
Y las arenas del mar 
Me dicen que no te quiera  
Y no te puedo olvidar.  
Si el corazón me has robado  
Eltuyomelohasdedar 
El que lleva cosa ajena 
Con lo suyo ha de pagar  
Ay!  

Even the stones on the hillside  
and the sand in the sea 
tell me not to love you. 
But I cannot forget you.  
If you have stolen my heart  
then you must give me yours.  
He who takes what is not his  
must return it in kind.  
Ay!  
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 De Rogatis’ set does not include this genre. Zamba is a medium tempo dance in which 

dancers use a handkerchief. It is generally accompanied by a guitar and bombo. Despite its name 

similarity, the zamba is a totally different genre from the Brazilian samba. The Argentine zamba 

is written in 6/8, and the rhythm is often hemiolic or syncopated. Ginastera employs 

syncopations in the piano part.  

Argentine scholar Isabel Aretz (1909-2005) stated that the older zamba is bimodal, and 

that the newer one is in European tonality.16 Ginastera’s “Zamba,” however, is polytonal: the 

voice part of the song is in the tonal key of F major while the piano part is alternates between D 

minor and F major.  

 

3.4  “Gato” by De Rogatis 

3.4.1 Gato 

 As with the chacarera, the gato has a strict form. Its phrasing structure is dominated by 

the text. While Ginastera follows the traditional form, De Rogatis’ “Gato” does not exactly 

follow the tradition. The two “Gatos” share common materials; guitar imitations and the zapateo 

in the piano part. Both composers set their “Gato” as the last song of the set. Both songs are 

dynamic and sparkly, appropriate closings to the sets.       

 

3.4.2 Traditional Gato 

 Gato translates to cat in English. The folk gato is a festive, lively, fast tempo dance that is 

popular throughout most of Argentina. A couples’ dance, the gato includes a zapateo, a type of 

                                                 
16 Aretz, “El folklore musical argentino” p.185. 
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foot tapping done by the male dancer.17 Gato’s are comprised of mixed 6/8 and 3/4 time 

signatures, creating frequent hemiola effects.  

Gato texts are in the form of the seguidilla which is alternating between seven syllables 

and five syllables. A gato text usually contains four humorous verses. The complicated musical 

form is derived from the structure of the text, generally consisting of; an instrumental 

introduction (eight measures) – [verse 1] first two lines sung twice, then the third and fourth 

lines18 – interlude (eight measures, same as introduction) – [verse 2] first two lines – interlude 

(eight measures) – [verse 2] third and fourth lines - interlude (eight measures) – repeat the same 

pattern for verses three and four. The introduction and the interludes derive from zapateo.  

Most gatos containing voice parts are in a major key or bimodal; there are rarely ever in a 

minor key. Harmonic progressions are usually comprised of tonic- dominant- dominant- tonic 

movements. 19  As with other folk genres examined in this study, the singer is accompanied by a 

strumming guitar.   

 De Rogatis’ “Gato” does not reflect familiar aspects of the traditional folk gato. Rather, 

the song demonstrates a western influence, particularly, impressionistic harmonies.  

 

3.4.3 Text 

 De Rogatis sets a text by Peñaloza, the same poet of texts for the “Canción de cuna” and 

“Chacarera” from this set. This text draws from folk tradition, containing four verses in a 

seguidilla style. This text is humorous and sarcastic. Below is the full text by Peñaloza. 

Si tu corazón me ofreces If you offer me your heart 

                                                 
17 Schwartz-Kates, “The Gauchesco Tradition as a Source of National Identity in Argentine Art Music” p.248. 
18Aletz described this form is seen in the north Argentina, other area repeats third and fourth lines of the first verse 
as well.  Aretz, “El folklore musical argentino” p.193.   
19 Aretz, “El folklore musical argentino” p.193.   
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Debo aceptarlo 
Siento que no sirva 
Para estofarlo 
 
Mi suegra cuando canta 
Lo sabe el barrio 
Se oye aullar los perros 
Desconsolados 
 
Si es que besar no sabes 
Yo mucho menos 
Si te parece, mi alma 
Lo ensayaremos 
 
El beso que me diste 
Me tiene enfermo 
Con otro que me dieras 
¡Santo remedio! 

I have to accept it 
I’m sorry it is not good 
For a stew 
 
When my mother-in-law sings 
All neighborhood knows 
You can listen the dogs howling 
Disconsolate 
 
If you don’t know how to kiss 
I know less 
If you agree, my soul 
We will try it 
 
The kiss you gave me 
Has made me sick, 
With another one you gave me 
Holy remedy!20 

 

3.4.4 Folk Features 

 The piano part often imitates strumming guitar sounds in other songs from this set. 

However, in this song, the piano part imitates plucked, fingerpicking guitar sonorities. De 

Rogatis emulates these plucked sonorities throughout the song, except in two measures in the 

middle section that imitates the usual strummed guitar chords. (example 27) 

Example 27. Imitation of guitar fingerpicking (mm.1-3) and guitar strumming(mm.40-43) 
<Fingerpicking> 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
                                                 
20 Translation by Juana Monsalve 
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<Strumming> 

 
The introduction and interludes depicts the zapateo’s accented rhythms.  

The piano part has a time signature of 6/8 (3/4) while the voice part alternates between 

6/8 and 3/4. A brief pentatonic moment occurs in the second verse in the piano part; the 

pentatonic scale of Ab-Bb-C-Eb-F occurs at m.26 and m.28. (example 28) 

Example 28. Pentatonic scale in the piano part at m.26 and m.28. (mm.25-30) 

 
 

While this song is not in a traditional folk form, it bears similarities to the traditional gato. As 

with a traditional gato, there are interludes between each verse. 

 

3.4.5 Western Features 

 This song contains French impressionistic musical charactaristics. At the beginning, the 

piano part imitates guitar fingerpicking. One similar example of guitar fingerpicking occurs in 
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Claude Debussy’s (1862-1918) solo piano piece “L’isle joyeuse” (1904).  (example 29) 

Example 29. Passage from Debussy’s “L’isle joyeuse”(left: m.8) and De Rogatis’ “Gato” (right: 
m.1). 

  

         
 

In the second verse of De Rogatis’ “Gato,” The piano part contains an arpeggio of open fifths 

and fourths at mm.29-30, then an arpeggio built of augmented fifths and diminished fifths at 

mm.31-32. Debussy’s “L’isle joyeuse” has similarly constructed arpeggios in the middle of 

“L’isle joyeuse.” (example 30) 

Example 30. Passage from Debussy (left) and De Rogatis (right: mm.28-33) 

   
 

Debussy was influenced by Spanish music in a number of his compositions. Spanish music was 

both an ingredient of French impressionism and Argentinian music.  While there is no clear 

connection between this particular Debussy piece with De Rogatis’ song set, De Rogatis was 

certainly influenced by Debussy’s style.   
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De Rogatis uses some interesting chords at the end of the second verse, at m.41 and m.43. 

At m.41, the first chord is built from a whole tone scale, consisting of the notes Bb (one note, C 

is missing)- D- E- F#- G#. The second chord is a G dominant seventh chord with an unresolved 

Bb, consisting of the notes G-B-D-F-Cb (=B)-D-Bb, from the bottom to the top. The third chord 

is a Ab dominant seventh chord on the bottom (missing Eb) plus a B diminished triad on top, 

rendering a dissonant, polytonal sonority.  (example 31) 

Example 31. Three interesting chords at m.41 and m.43. (mm.40-43) 

 
 

These chords suggest text painting. The English translation of the text at verse 2 is; 

When my mother-in-law sings 
All neighborhood knows 

You can listen the dogs howling 
Disconsolate 

I hear these three dissonant chords as representing the clash of a mother-in-law’s terrible singing 

and a dog’s howling.  

 

3.5  “Gato” by Ginastera 

3.5.1 Text 

El gato de mi casa 
Es muy gauchito 
Pero cuando lo bailan  
Zapateadito. 
 
Guitarrita de pino  

The cat of the house  
is most mischievous,  
but when they dance,  
they stamp their feet.  
 
With pine guitars  
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Cuerdas de alambre.  
Tanto quiero a las chicas,  
Digo, como a las grandes.  
 
Esa moza que baila  
Mucho la quiero  
Pero no para hermana  
Que hermana tengo.  
 
Que hermana tengo 
Si, pónte al frente  
Aunque no sea tu dueño,  
Digo, me gusta verte.  

and wire strings.  
I like the small girls 
as much as the big ones.  
 
That girl dancing 
is the one for me. 
Not as a sister 
I have one already. 
 
I have a sister. 
Yes, come to the front. 
I may not be your master  
but I like to see you.  

 

3.5.2 Folk Features 

 Ginastera includes a long introduction requiring a virtuosic piano technique. The piano 

introduction and interludes are in a zapateo style, imitating guitar fingerpicking, containing 

accented right hand chords, and repetitive left hand chords, whose total effect depicts foot 

tapping. (example 32) 

Example 32. Eight measures of a zapateo interlude. (mm.38-47)  

 
 

The time signature for is 6/8 for the piano’s right hand, 3/4 for the piano’s left hand, and 6/8 for 

the voice. The piano part creates hemiola, and the voice part, syncopation.  
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 As with a traditional gato, the voice part implies a tonic- dominant- dominant- tonic, 

harmonic progression.  However, the piano part does not adhere to this pattern. (example 33) 

Example 33. Chord progressions at mm.26-29. 

  
 

Unlike De Rogatis, Ginastera follows a traditional gato form with the exception of an 

expanded introduction. Below is the structure of Ginastera’s “Gato.” (Table 4) 

Table 4. Structure of Ginastera’s “Gato” 

Introduction mm.1-25 Zapateo  

Verse 1 mm.26-37 The first two lines of verse 1 
are repeated (mm.26-33) 

Interlude mm.38-45 Zapateo (8 measures) 

Verse 2-a mm.46-49 First two lines of verse 2 

Interlude mm.50-57 Zapateo (8 measures) 

Verse 2-b mm.58-61 Third and fourth lines of verse 
2 

Interlude mm.62-82 Same as introduction 

Verse 3 mm.83-94 First two lines of verse 3 are 
repeated (mm.83-90) 

Interlude mm.95-102 Zapateo (8 measures) 

Verse 4-a mm.103-106 First two lines of verse 4 

Interlude mm.107-114 Zapateo (8 measures) 

Final- Verse 4-b + postlude mm.115-126 Third and fourth lines of verse 
4 (mm.115-118) + postlude 
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3.5.3 Modern Features 

 While both the piano and voice parts are essentially in C major, Ginastera adds 

dissonances to the piano part. At m.2, the accented last chord consists of stacked minor seconds 

and a major seventh, creating a disturbing sound.  (exapmle34) 

Example 34. Dissonance chord on m.2. (mm.1-4) 

 
 

The piano part contains ostinato; the introduction’s hemiola pattern stays throughout the entire 

song. The piece close a powerful sense of ostinato. The final measure contains quick grace notes 

outlining perfect fourths (Eb-Bb-F-C), the same intervals as a guitar’s open strings. (example 35) 

Example 35. Ostinato at the conclusion. (mm.118-126) 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSION 

Both De Rogatis and Ginastera were influenced by folk material and current trends in 

Western Classical music: De Rogatis’ song set evokes late romanticism while Ginastera’s set 

exhibits modernist features, styles popular when each composer lived.   

While Western musical trends change rapidly, folk music remains largely unchanged. 

Both De Rogatis and Ginastera were proud of their Argentine heritage, and incorporated 

traditional music into their compositions. Ginastera follows folk forms more strictly than De 

Rogatis. While De Rogatis uses significant folk materials such as gaucho guitar imitations and 

pentatonic scales, his songs largely adhere to western musical forms. One reason for the differing 

approaches between the two composers may be traced to a growing awareness of Argentine folk 

music in the 1930s resulting from the research of such scholars as Carlos Vega and Isabel Aretz 

both of whom began researching Argentine folk music, and published several articles and books 

on the subject during this decade.  It is significant that Ginastera had access to such academic 

resources concerning the history of traditional folk music genres when he composed his set of 

songs while De Rogatis did not.  

Ginastera could have chosen different genres from De Rogatis for his song set; there are 

many other popular Argentine folk genres from which he could have chosen. For example, the 

Argentine composer, Carlos Guastavino (mentioned earlier) composed the song set “Doce 

Canciones Populares” (1967), containing twelve different folk genres. In Ginastera’s case, 

selections match those chosen by De Rogatis only with the exception of the zamba. According to 

Schwartz-Kates, “He openly modeled this song cycle on the post-Romantic vocal works of 

Carlos López Buchardo (1881–1948), to whom he dedicated the collection and whose Cinco 
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canciones argentinas al estilo popular (1935) are suggested by its title.”21 López Buchardo’s set 

also includes the same genres as De Rogatis’ and Ginastera’s set, however, De Rogatis’ set 

predates that of López Buchardo by ten years. Based on this information and on the examined 

similarities between these song sets, I believe that De Rogatis’s composition had a direct 

influence on Ginastera, and that the similarities between the two sets are not coincidental.  

                                                 
21 Schwartz-Kates, Deborah. "Ginastera, Alberto." Oxford Music Online. 17 Apr. 2018. 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-9781561592630-e-
0000011159. 
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APPENDIX A 

LIST OF FOLK MUSIC RECORDINGS
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Video recordings: 

Yoryas piano. “Como tocar vidala en guitarra - Rasguido - Folklore Argentino”. Filmed [Jul 
2016]. YouTube video, 00:52. Posted [Jul 2016]. https://youtu.be/6w3mq4o_AAQ 
 
Mariel Elisa. “Leda Valladares-Folklore Centenario-11-Vidala Riojana Valligasta”. Filmed 
[1976]. YouTube video, 02:16. Posted [April 2015]. https://youtu.be/_azxJrOo5jw 
 
Lamai.adreani. “Folkore Latinoamericano: Vidala La Rioja-Chilecito”. Filmed [August 2012]. 
YouTube video, 02:40. Posted [August 2012]. https://youtu.be/bsCjQmpPus4 
 
Nadia Szachniuk Canal Oficial. “"Serás libre palomita" Vidala de La Rioja (recop: Leda 
Valladares) Eva y Nadia”. Filmed [2013]. YouTube video,02:17. Posted [November 2015]. 
https://youtu.be/_hcX1a8uYyw 
 
Cristian Romón Verduc. “VIDALA CON LUCAS”. Filmed [2017]. YouTube video, 01:41. 
Posted [March 2017]. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AFdiFUxyTg8 
 
Vicky Lo Giúdice. “De lejas tierras Vidala”. Filmed [2012]. YouTube video, 01:25. Posted 
[September 2012]. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fe7asiDpC2A 
 
Pablo Aguero. “Chacarera del Olvido - Chaqueño Palavecino”. Filmed [2016]. YouTube video, 
02:09. Posted [Feb. 2016]. https://youtu.be/anktaszpvOQ 
 
Lalyseba. “danza gato norteno.mpg”. Filmed [2011]. YouTube video, 01:47. Posted [Aug. 2011]. 
https://youtu.be/H5EzDZsUEuk 
 
 

(All titles are in Argentine Spanish, copied and pasted as written on YouTube links) 

https://youtu.be/6w3mq4o_AAQ
https://youtu.be/_azxJrOo5jw
https://youtu.be/bsCjQmpPus4
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC9AGmTc9lAfn2tNhwgekz9w
https://youtu.be/_hcX1a8uYyw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fe7asiDpC2A
https://youtu.be/anktaszpvOQ
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APPENDIX B 

TEXTS AND TRANSLATIONS OF TWO CINCO CANCIONES ARGENTINAS
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Pascual de Rogatis, Cinco canciones argentinas (1923) 

Translation by Juana Monsalve 

“Vidala” “Vidala” 
Después de verte estrellita 
“Andando mi dir” 
Y para poder vivir que voy a hacer 
Con este sufrir. 
 
Si tu recuerdo bastara 
“Andando mi dir” 
Hasta sabría cantar 
Como el que quiere vivir. 
 
Mi cerro que era tan lindo, 
Tan lindo al venir 
Como me va a hacer sentir,  
Ay! Este amor  
“Andando mi dir” 

After seeing you little star 
“Walking I must leave” 
And to be able to live what am I going to do 
With this grief 
 
If your memory was enough 
“Walking I must leave” 
I could even sing 
Like the one that wants to live 
 
My hill was so beautiful, 
So beautiful when I came 
How is it going to make me feel, 
Ah! This love, 
“Walking I must leave” 

 

“Canción de cuna” “Lullaby” 
Al mecer tu blanca cuna 
¿No ves que cansada estoy? 
¡Duérmete! 
 
Lirio azul de mis jardines 
Si tu despiertas me voy, 
¡Duérmete! 
 
A la tierra descendió 
Mi niño que es una estrella 
Y en los brazos se me durmió. 
 
Resplandor de luna nueva 
¿No ves que cansada estoy? 
¡Duérmete! 

Rocking your white cradle 
Don’t you see that I’m tired? 
Sleep! 
 
Blue lily from my gardens 
If you wake up I leave, 
Sleep! 
 
To the earth descended 
my baby that is a star 
And he fell asleep in my arms 
 
New moon glow 
Don’t you see that I am tired? 
Sleep! 

 

“Chacarera” “Chacarera” 
Mi suegra se está muriendo 
Hay un curita rezando 
Pero el diablo está en la puerta 
Yo sé lo que está esperando. 
 

My mother-in-law is dying 
There’s a priest praying 
But the devil is at the door 
I know what he’s waiting for. 
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La muchacha que se pinta 
Esseña que algo merece 
Y si se pinta una vieja 
Sabe Dios los que parece. 
 
Bajo el palomar, mi vida, 
Van dos noches que te espero 
Y las palomas me dejan  
Tu mensaje en el sombrero. 
 
Dios hizo una vez la luz 
La oscuridad Lucifer 
Dios hizo después al hombre 
Y Mandinga la mujer. 

The girl that uses make up 
Shows that something deserves 
And if an old lady uses make up 
God knows what she looks like. 
 
Under the dovecote, mi life, 
I’ve been waiting for you for two nights 
And the doves leave me 
Your message in the hat. 
 
God once made the light 
The darkness Lucifer 
God after made the man 
And Mandinga the woman. 

 

“La sombra” “The shadow” 
Cuando triste el corazón 
Mi llanto sangra en silencio 
Es en vano que otros labios 
Busquen darme algún consuelo 
Ha de brotar de mi quena 
El dolor por su desprecio 
 
¡Ay de mí! ¡Ah! 
Así viviré, ¡ay de mí! 
Adorando en mis desvelos 
La sombra de aquel cariño 
Triste y hondo de mis sueños 
 
Y mientras dure la vida  
En mi corazón sediento 
Viviré por esa sombra 
Solo, mudo, sordo y ciego 

When my heart is sad 
My weeping bleeds in silence 
It’s in vain that other lips 
Try to give me some comfort 
Has to sprout from my quena 
The pain of her contempt 
 
Woe is me! Ah! 
I will live like that, woe is me! 
Worshiping in my sleeplessness 
The shadow of that love 
Sad and deep of my dreams 
 
And as long as life lasts 
In my thirsty heart 
I will live for that shadow 
Lonely, mute, deaf and blind 

 

“Gato” “Gato” 
Si tu corazón me ofreces 
Debo aceptarlo 
Siento que no sirva 
Para estofarlo 
 
Mi suegra cuando canta 
Lo sabe el barrio 
Se oye aullar los perros 
Desconsolados 

If you offer me your heart 
I have to accept it 
I’m sorry it is not good 
For a stew 
 
When my mother-in-law sings 
All neighborhood knows 
You can listen the dogs howling 
Disconsolate 
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Si es que besar no sabes 
Yo mucho menos 
Si te parece, mi alma 
Lo ensayaremos 
 
El beso que me diste 
Me tiene enfermo 
Con otro que me dieras 
¡Santo remedio! 

 
If you don’t know how to kiss 
I know less 
If you agree, my soul 
We will try it 
 
The kiss you gave me 
Has made me sick 
With another one you gave me 
Holy remedy! 

 

Alberto Ginastera, Cinco canciones populares argentinas (1943) 

“Chacarera” “Chacarera” 
A mı́ me gustan las ñatas  
Y una ñata me ha tocado  
Ñato será el casamiento  
Y más ñato el resultado.  
 
Cuando canto chacareras  
Me dan ganas de llorar  
 
Porque se me representa  
Catamarca y Tuoumán. 

I love girls with little snub noses 
and a snub-nose girl is what I’ve got.  
Ours will be a snub-nose wedding 
and snub-nosed children will be our lot.  
 
Whenever I sing a chacarera 
it makes me want to cry, 
 
because it takes me back to 
Catamarca and Tuoumán. 

 

“Triste”Ah! “Sad” Ah! 
Debajo de un limón verde  
Donde el agua no corrı́a  
Entregué mi corazón 
A quien no lo merecı́a.  
Ah! 
Triste es el dı́a sin sol  
Triste es la noche sin luna  
Pero más triste es querer  
Sin esperanza ninguna. 

Beneath a lime tree 
where no water flowed 
I gave up my heart 
to one who did not deserve it.  
Ah! 
Sad is the sunless day.  
Sad is the moonless night.  
But sadder still is to love  
with no hope at all.  

 

“Zamba” “Zamba” 
Hasta las piedras del cerro  
Y las arenas del mar 
Me dicen que no te quiera  
Y no te puedo olvidar.  
Si el corazón me has robado  

Even the stones on the hillside  
and the sand in the sea 
tell me not to love you. 
But I cannot forget you.  
If you have stolen my heart  
then you must give me yours.  
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Eltuyomelohasdedar 
El que lleva cosa ajena 
Con lo suyo ha de pagar  
Ay! 

He who takes what is not his  
must return it in kind.  
Ay! 

 

“Arrorró” “Lullaby” 
Arrorró mi nene,  
Arrorró mi sol,  
Arrorró pedazo  
De mi corazón.  
Este nene lindo  
Se quiere dormir  
Y el pı́caro sueño  
No quiere venir. 

Lullaby my baby;  
lullaby my sunshine;  
lullaby part 
of my heart.  
This pretty baby  
wants to sleep 
and that fickle sleep  
won’t come. 

 

“Gato” “Gato” 
El gato de mi casa 
Es muy gauchito 
Pero cuando lo bailan  
Zapateadito. 
 
Guitarrita de pino  
Cuerdas de alambre.  
Tanto quiero a las chicas,  
Digo, como a las grandes.  
 
Esa moza que baila  
Mucho la quiero  
Pero no para hermana  
Que hermana tengo.  
 
Que hermana tengo 
Si, pónte al frente  
Aunque no sea tu dueño,  
Digo, me gusta verte. 

The cat of the house  
is most mischievous,  
but when they dance,  
they stamp their feet.  
 
With pine guitars  
and wire strings.  
I like the small girls 
as much as the big ones.  
 
That girl dancing 
is the one for me. 
Not as a sister 
I have one already. 
 
I have a sister. 
Yes, come to the front. 
I may not be your master  
but I like to see you. 
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APPENDIX C 

TRADITIONAL FOLK FORMS OF CHACARERA AND GATO
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Chacarera 

Instrumental introduction (6 or 8 measures) 
[Verse 1](typically 8 measures)  

Instrumental interlude  
[Verse 2] 
Instrumental interlude 
[Verse 3]  
[Verse 4] 

  

Gato 

Introduction Zapateo (8 measures) 
Verse 1 Lines 1&2 (repeat twice) – 

Lines 3 &4 (no repeat) 
Interlude Zapateo (8 measures) 
Verse 2-a Lines 1&2  
Interlude Zapateo (8 measures) 
Verse 2-b Lines 3&4 
Interlude Same as introduction 
Verse 3 Lines 1&2 (repeat twice) – 

Lines 3 &4 (no repeat) 
Interlude Zapateo (8 measures) 
Verse 4-a Lines 1&2 
Interlude Zapateo (8 measures) 
Final- Verse 4-b  Lines 3&4 
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APPENDIX D 

DE ROGATIS’ KNOWN COMPOSITIONS
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Operas 
Huemac (1916) 
La novia del hereje (1935) 

 
Art songs 

Coplas (1925) 
Cinco canciones argentinas (1923) 
Alamo Serrano (1926) 

 
Piano solo 

El Viento - Poema para Piano (1918) 
 
Symphonies 

Zupay (1910) 
El poema sinfónico Atipac (1931) 
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